Froggy in
Hawaii
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Name ________________________________ Date __________
Write the letter of the picture next to the sound association word.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

_____zoom

_____vroom _____plink

_____Whack! _____
Wipeout!
Whack!
Bonk!
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_____zook!
Zik! Splash!

_____flop
flop flop

_____Beep!
Beep! Beep!

_____kak!
Kak! Kak!

_____hula
hula hula

Name ________________________________ Date __________
Write the letter of the picture next to the sound association word.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

___I_zoom

_B___vroom __G__plink

__J__flop
flop flop

__F__Beep!
Beep! Beep!

A_Whack!
Whack!
Bonk!

__D__
Wipeout!

_H___kak!
Kak! Kak!

___C_hula
hula hula
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__E__zook!
Zik! Splash!

Froggy Goes to Hawaii
Name ________________

both
Things that went
well on the trip

By Wise Owl Factory

Things that could
have gone better

Froggy Goes to Hawaii
KEY

Things that went well
on the trip
They got to Hawaii
and home just fine
Froggy remembered
his toys
Hawaii was fun
They swam in the
ocean and saw a
volcano
They hula danced
They surfed
Saw sea turtles
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Both
Mom and
Dad
rescued
Froggy over
and over
They saw
and did
many fun
things

Things that could have
gone better
Froggy almost left in his PJ’s
Froggy tripped at the airport
He forgot his swimsuit
The coconut fell on his hear
He almost went over a waterfall
He almost fell in the volcano
Seasick
The binoculars fell in the
ocean
The boat had to pick them
up

Name ________________________________

Date________________
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